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Abstract—In challenging environments, sensor networks may
become disruptive even unavailable (downtime), resulting in data
losses. In-situ encoding and caching data in a distributed fashion
can preserve data persistence during downtime. However, the
existing approaches are mainly based on random walks, which
incurs significant communication overhead and may itself fail due
to network disruptions. In this paper, we present a distributed
Erasure Coding with randomized Power Control (ECPC) mecha-
nism to preserve downtime data persistence in disruptive sensor
networks. ECPC only requires each node to perform a single
broadcast at each of its several randomly selected power levels.
Thus it incurs low communication overhead. Moreover the stor-
age space requirement is lower and uniform across the network.
It applies randomized power control in localized data broadcast
to achieve expected code degree distribution and ensure pseudo-
global randomness for erasure coding. Performance comparisons
between ECPC and other existing approaches show that ECPC
mechanism can reach higher data reliability under varying node
failure probabilities. In addition, our ECPC approach is scalable
with network sizes.

Index Terms—Data Persistence, Distributed Erasure Coding,
Disruptive Sensor Network, Power Control

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks have found critical applications in
catastrophic or emergency scenarios, such as floods, fires, vol-
canos, battlefields, where human participation is too dangerous
or too expensive. However, due to unexpected disasters, base
stations may lose connection to network, and sensor nodes
can become unstable and even fail. During sensor network
downtime, preserving data persistence is an important and
challenging research subject.

Efforts of data replication are presented in literature. But
they may not scale with the network size, and could be lim-
ited by the constrained sensor node resources. Recent works
explore the advantage of erasure codes. In [1]–[3], the sensor
nodes disseminate the data to storage nodes through multiple
random walks. Each storage node has an associated stop
probability for each random walk packet based on the code
degree it draw from the degree distribution. Data persistence is
guaranteed by decoding any sufficient subset of encoded pack-
ets from the network. However, the communication overhead
and storage cost during random walk procedure are significant.
In addition, random walk could fail in the middle since node
failures could also happen during random walk.

In this paper, a distributed Erasure Coding with randomized

Power Control (ECPC) algorithm is proposed. This work
makes a distinction from the literature: it achieves downtime
data persistence only by localized data packet broadcasting
and erasure coding. In particular, distributed erasure coding
procedure of ECPC does not incur multiple random walks,
which travel network nodes to ensure the coding randomness
and degree distribution, thus resulting in low communication
overhead.

The basic idea works as follows. Firstly, each node de-
termines the number of encoded packets in storage, which
are required to guarantee a successful data recovery with
high probability, assuming the failure probability of every
node is a given knowledge. If the failure probabilities is
heterogeneous, we conservatively use the maximum failure
probability of the network as the failure probability for each
node, which makes ECPC tolerate the worse case. Second,
each node evaluates a posterior probability distribution of radio
transmission power, based on which each packet broadcasting
is conducted. The required code degree distribution of the
chosen erasure codes is proved to be satisfied after sufficient
rounds (storage redundancy τ ) of broadcast and encoding.
The above derivation of posterior distribution of transmission
power is only executed occasionally, if the network conditions
do not change. Third, nodes encode received packets using
erasure coding, e.g. Raptor codes. Notice that, the proposed
ECPC protocol are generally applicable with any other erasure
coding schemes. Raptor codes are the first known class of
fountain codes with linear time encoding and decoding, and
are a significant theoretical and practical improvement over
LT codes [4]. Performance comparisons between ECPC and
random walk based approaches show that ECPC mechanism
reaches higher data reliability under varying node failure
probabilities. In addition, our approach is scalable and has
low communication overhead.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we introduce the related works in the literature. In Section III,
we explain our problem statement and the overview of ECPC
design. In Section IV, we present detailed design of ECPC
and theoretical analysis. The performance evaluation results
are shown in Section VI. Finally in Section VII, we conclude
this paper and discuss some future works.



II. RELATED WORK

Distributed data storage proposed in [5], [6] maximize
network storage capacity by offloading local data to net-
work when memory overflow. However, they do not consider
disruptive network conditions. SolarStore in [7] maximizes
the retrieval data under energy and storage constraints. The
proposed approach can dynamically adapt the degree of data
replication according to the energy and storage.

Recently, applying network coding to preserve the data
persistence against disruptive node conditions is a subject
of increasing research interest [8]–[11]. The advantage of
network coding is to increase the diversity and redundancy of
data packets so as to improve data persistence. [12] proposes
Growth Codes to preserve data persistence in a disruptive
sensor network. Growth Codes increase their code degrees
on-the-fly efficiently as data is collected in the gateway. In
[13], Dimakis et. al. propose a random linear coding to enable
the ubiquitous access and decoding to the sensor data. With k
sensing nodes in the network of n nodes, Dimakis et al. shows
that diffusing “pre-routed" packets to O(ln(k)) randomly
selected storage nodes for each sensing node is sufficient
for successful decoding. But the total communication cost is
O(n
√
n ln k). [14] proposes geometric random linear codes,

to encode data in a hierarchical fashion in geographic regions
with different sizes. It enables to locally recover small amount
of node failures. In [15], Albano et al. construct a random
linear coding for distributed data storage with near linear
message cost. In particular, the paper employs spatial gossip
to construct the linear codes. It is proved that a data symbol
from node i is delivered to a node j with the probability
1 − O(1/n) after O(log3.4n) iterations. Thus, using spatial
gossip constrains the total number of transmissions during
codes construction to O(n polylogn). The above methods
explore random linear coding, which requires data packets to
traverse through network to generate the linear codes. Our
proposed approach only needs to encode data received from
localized broadcast.

In [1] the author proposes a LT codes based erasure coding
for distributed data storage in a large-scale network. Each data
node initiates multiple random walks which stop in a storage
node with specific probability calculated by its selected code
degree. The global knowledge of network size and maximum
node degree is required to construct the transition probability
matrix for random walk. In [2], Aly et al. propose random
walk based data dissemination algorithms to construct LT
coding, which eliminates the global knowledge of maximum
node degree. In [3], Aly et al. further extend random walk
based scheme to construct the Raptor coding, making decoding
complexity (1+ε)n scalable with the size of data node. In [16],
Dimakis et. al. presented a new degree distribution of fountain
codes for distributed storage and data collection. It enables
the “pre-routing" degree of each data node to be bounded by
a constant number almost always. Later an algorithm is also
proposed to find the random “pre-route" between each encoded
packet and raw data on a given grid topology. [17] proposes a

“packet-centric" approach for distributed data storage. It is also
based on random walk mechanism. Every rateless packet is
initiated with a selected code degree. While the rateless packet
randomly traverses through the network, it collects the exact
same number of encoding symbol from uniformly distributed
sensor data as its code degree, and terminates in a random
node, which may require different storage spaces at different
nodes.

However, in those random walk based schemes [1]–[3],
[16], [17], the message cost is significant. Our works reduce
message cost during the codewords construction period to
O(1) per node. Each node only needs to perform several
rounds of broadcast, and each node just needs to encode
several randomly heard packets to a single encoded packet at
each period. It also implies that the storage space requirement
is uniform across the network. It has a fast termination time,
which means more resilience to network disruptions as well.

III. DISTRIBUTED ERASURE CODING WITH RANDOMIZED
POWER CONTROL

In this section, we give the network model and problem
statement, and present the overview of distributed Erasure
Coding with randomized Power Control (ECPC), followed by
a walk-through example.

A. Network Model and Problem Statement

We model sensor network as a random geometric graph
[18], where |V | nodes are uniformly and randomly deployed in
a area A = [D,D]2, and D is the length for each of dimension
of the deployed region. Then network density is denoted as:
η = n/D2. Note that the area can have different lengths in
each of dimensions, we use D for the ease of presentation.
The nodes can broadcast its packet in different power level
Pi in the range of [Pmin, Pmax]. Here, the maximum radio
communication radius may not necessarily cover the entire
network.

Each node is both sensing and storing node. Sensor data
generated from each node is considered as equally important,
which should be equivalently preserved. In addition, we denote
φ as the maximum percentage of node failures across all
time instances. Node failure event is assumed to independently
occur, and we leave correlated failure models for future works.

Though node replenishing may increase system reliability,
not all applications consider node repairing in real world. For
example, in large-scale seismic sensing application, thousands
of sensor nodes are deployed into field, and after observation
period, the sensing data is recovered by retrieving all the nodes
and processing log data. The large-scale sensing application
introduces redundant nodes to tolerate faulty conditions, with-
out replenishing node data. Thus, the research challenge of this
work is how to preserve sensor data sampled during system
downtime without node repairing in large-scale deployment
of disruptive sensor network. In particular, with φ percent fail
nodes, the original n data items can be successfully recovered
by decoding packets retrieved from available nodes. The only
prior knowledge available to each node is network size n and



TABLE I
NOTATION IN ECPC ALGORITHM

Notation Meaning
n network size |V |
φ node failure probability
η network density
Pi transmission power level
R(Pi) radio transmission range under Pi
N i
u neighbor set of u at power level Pi

Γ number of encoded packets per
node

Ω(·) code degree distribution
d code degree
Cm(λ, ρ) LDPC parity check coding
fP (Pi) power distribution function
E encoded packet
h range of transmission power set
δ probability of decoding failure
Λ ratio on number of packets needed

to decode single symbol between
Raptor and ECPC

node failure probability φ. The mathematical notation in ECPC
algorithm is shown in Table I.

B. ECPC In a Nutshell

ECPC utilizes network erasure coding scheme to accom-
plish distributed data storage in disruptive sensor networks. It
works by multiple-round encoding, where for each round a
local broadcast is carried out to offload sensing data to other
storage nodes. The encoding of ECPC works by XORing data
received from multiple neighbors’ broadcasts into one packet.
The transmission power of each node is locally and randomly
adjusted based on a posterior probability distribution. Figure
1 illustrates the ECPC design in a nutshell.

First, given the node failure probability φ and network
size N in Figure 1, the requisite rounds of encoding, τ , is
determined to deliver sufficient amount of encoded packets to
storage nodes, ensuring data decoding with high probability.
Second, a posterior distribution of transmission power level
in node u is derived based on degree distribution Ω(x) and
its neighbor size N(u). Then the transmission power of
sensor node is locally adjusted following the derived power
distribution (see Section IV-A for details). Sensor nodes repeat
broadcasting data using the randomly adjusted transmission
power in τ rounds, until the requisite encoded packets are
delivered and offloaded. Upon receiving overheard packets,
distributed network erasure coding is conducted. In every
round, every node encodes received data from neighbors,
shown in Figure 1 (see Section IV-B for details). Finally,
the decoding algorithm based belief propagation is executed
to recover data from encoded packets. Notice that the power
control algorithm is conducted only when the network starts
or network conditions, such as network size, sensing rate or
failure probability change dramatically. Otherwise, ECPC only

Algorithm 1 ECPC Distributed Data Storage
Input: Node failure probability φ = max{φi}, final degree
distribution Ω(∗) and network size N = |V |
Output: Encoded packets stored in distributed nodes: E
=
⋃
Ei
{ê1, ê2, ..., êt} (∀ i ∈ V & ∀ t ∈ [1,Γ])

1: E = NULL;
2: set Λ = (0.48 + 0.06 ln δ

6 );
3: Γ = 1+ε

(1−φ)Λ ;
4: for i ∈ V do
5: fP (Pi) = RPC(Ω(∗),Γ, N) (Algorithm 2);
6: Ei = DEC(Γ, fP (Pi)) (Algorithm 3);
7: end for
8: E =

⋃
i{Ei}

needs to run distributed erasure coding as described in Section
IV-B.

Algorithm 1 illustrates ECPC for distributed data storage.
The output of ECPC algorithm is a set of encoded packets dis-
tributed in nodes, i.e. E , whose aggregated degree distribution
comply with final degree distribution Ω(∗). Line 3 determines
the storage redundancy τ in each node to achieve (1 − δ)
decoding success probability. From line 4 to 7, randomized
power control (Algorithm 2) and distributed erasure coding
(Algorithm 3) are carried out in tandem with each other.
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Fig. 2. ECPC example.

We further illustrate ECPC algorithm by a walk-through
example. In Figure 2, we assume that the failure proba-
bility φ = 10%, δ = 0.1 and ε = 0.05. In the first
step, we calculate the requisite amount of encoded packet:
Γ = 1+ε

(1−φ)Λ = 5, where Λ = (0.48 + 0.06 ln δ
6 ). It

suggests that each node encode 5 packets through 5 encoding
rounds. Due to space constraint, two out of five encoding
results are shown in Figure 2. For the first round, each
node selects a power level randomly from power distribu-
tion fP (Pi). The power assignment in the first round is
{(1, 99), (2, 95), (3, 99), (4, 103), (5, 97), (6, 97)}, where the
first element is node ID, the second underscored item is the
power level randomly drawn. The power range is [95, 127].
After sensor nodes broadcast data with the assistance of power
control in Figure 2(a), encoded packets are generated in each
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node, shown in Figure 2(b). The generated encoded packets
in ECPC can guarantee a successful data recovery under the
certain failure probability φ, e.g. 10% here. For continuous
sensor data stream, ECPC only needs to repeat distributed
erasure coding after network initialization. We present the
in-depth description of ECPC designs and analysis in the
following sections.

IV. ECPC ALGORITHM DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

ECPC is a distributed approach to preserve data persis-
tence in disruptive networks. In this section, we describe
the distributed ECPC algorithm which contains two major
procedures: (1) Randomized Power Control; (2) Distributed
Erasure Coding. The theoretical analysis is given to validate
its correctness and effectiveness.

A. Randomized Power Control

In disruptive network, only partial nodes are present in the
network when the data retrieval is conducted. Thus, the redun-
dancy of encoded packet must be introduced to compensate
the data lost in failure nodes. This redundancy is to ensure
that the sufficient number of packets are available to decoder
whenever the retrieval is conducted.

In any retrieval time, the expected number of alive nodes
equals to n(1 − φ). Thus, the available encoded packets is:
n(1 − φ) · Γ, where Γ is the amount of encoded packets
per node. In the other end, according to Raptor Codes and
randomness analysis, the decoder requires 1

Λ (1+ε) ·n packets
to successfully recover the original n data. To determine
the adequate redundancy, the necessary encoded packets per
node is Γmin = 1+ε

(1−φ)Λ , where Λ = (0.48 + 0.06 ln δ
6 ) and

0 < δ < 1. δ is the probability of decoding failure in Raptor

Codes, which is an adjustable parameter in Raptor Codes
design. Notice that Γ is configurable as long as it is larger
than Γmin. Larger Γ means higher redundancy and higher data
recovery ratio.

Once determining the redundancy per node, a novel random-
ized transmission power control is applied. This randomized
power control is conducted Γ times to generate the desired
encoded packets in each node. The purpose of this power
control is to make the node degree distribution conform to
the expected code degree distribution Ω(Y ). We transform
the design paradigm of drawing a code degree from a known
degree distribution for encoding. Instead, code degree is auto-
determined by the actual data packets received from neighbors,
i.e. actual node degree. The node degree is determined by the
transmission power level of neighbor nodes in the vicinity.

Towards this goal, we derive a posterior probability distri-
bution fP (Pi), taking the code degree distribution Ω(Y ) as
the known observation. Then randomized power control can
be achieved by selecting on power level from derived power
distribution once per iteration.

The key approach to deriving the power distribution is based
on Bayes’ Theorem [19]. Define Y as the event of select-
ing code degree. Since we consider a random deployment,
the node distribution conforms to the Binomial distribution:
B(n, p). Thus, according to Binomial Distribution, given an
event of transmission power {P = Pi}, the likelihood function
of Y is denoted as:

fY (y|P = Pi) =

(
n− 1

y

)
· py · (1− p)(n−1−y) (1)

where p is the probability a randomly deployed node falls



into neighborhood. p = πR2(Pi)
A , and R(Pi) is the radius

under tx power Pi and A is the deployed area. When each
node is assigned with the same transmission power Pi, then
the probability distribution of neighbor number is defined by
this likelihood function. Next we can compute the posterior
probability distribution of transmission power:

fP (Pi|Y = y) =
fP,Y (Pi, y)∫ +∞

−∞ fY (y|P = ξ)fP (ξ)dξ

=
fY (y|P = Pi)fP (Pi)

fY (y)

=
fY (y|P = Pi)fP (Pi)

Ω(y) · (1/ϕ)
(2)

where fP (Pi) and fY (y) are the marginal probability density
functions of P and Y respectively. Without any prior knowl-
edge about the event P , we provisionally assume the prior
distribution of P , fP (Pi), is uniformly distributed over the in-
terval [Pmin, Pmax]. And fY (y) is expected to be Ω(y)·(1/ϕ),
so that encoding any ϕ (0 < ϕ < 1) portion of received
data can make the code degree distribution conform to Ω(·).
Meanwhile, fY (y|P = Pi) can be calculated by Equation
(1) accordingly. As we already characterize the distribution
of Y for each event {P = Pi} in Equation (1), the probability
distribution of event P can be computed by Equation (2), given
the probability distribution of event {Y = y}. The final power
distribution is derived as: fP (Pi) =

∑
y fP (Pi|Y = y). Note

that the normalization on fP (Pi) is conducted thereafter to
make the sum of probability equal to 1.

Algorithm 2 Randomized Power Control of node u
Input: Code degree distribution Ω(Y ), Γ, n

1: while Pmin ≤ i ≤ Pmax do
2: if N i

u = 0 then
3: Broadcast a beacon message with Pi
4: Start a timer with ∆T fire interval
5: end if
6: Upon reception of beacon message
7: Reply ACK with the same power level Pi
8: Upon reception of a ACK message
9: Increase neighbor counter N i

u ← N i
u + 1

10: if ∆T fire then
11: Get the neighbor size under power Pi: N i

u

12: end if
13: i← i+ 1
14: end while
15: Compute the fP (Pi|Y = y) according to Equation (2)
16: Derive power distribution: fP (Pi) =

∑
y fP (Pi|Y = y)

Next we describe the power control algorithm of ECPC
(Algorithm 2) to derive the above power distribution, and
conduct the randomized control accordingly. In Algorithm 2,
transmission power level is controlled by a power distribution
fP (Pi). Firstly, line 1 computes the lowest power level Pmin

which guarantee that the actual node degree is larger than
the expected code degree in each node. Secondly, procedure
from line 2-15 collects the neighbor size information for each
power level per node. Thirdly, based on Equation (2), the
fP (Pi|Y = y) is computed, and hence fP (Pi) is derived. It
is worthy to mention again that, when network condition does
not change, the power distribution only needs to be calculated
once at the initialization. Normally, only distributed erasure
coding is performed at each sensing round, as presented in
next section.

B. Distributed Erasure Coding

In this section, we present the design of distributed erasure
coding in Algorithm 3 and its analysis. Since Raptor Codes
is the first known class of fountain codes with linear time
encoding and decoding, our design uses Raptor Codes as
the encoding and decoding approach. Raptor codes relax the
condition that all the input symbols required to be recovered
by introducing extra intermediate encoded parity-check data
[20]. Therefore, the LT codes operated in the second phase
have a decoding complexity of O(n).

Raptor Codes encoding contains two-phase operation, we
first discuss the construction of intermediate parity check
symbols in the pre-coding phase. We denote this pre-code as
Cm(λ, ρ), with the coding rate as (r = 1− λ

ρ ). LDPC (Low-
Density Parity-Check) codes are proven to be a competitive
codes for linear block coding purpose. LDPC codes exhibit a
linear encoding complexity in many cases. A Cm(3, 6) regular
LDPC, with input symbol length of k, consumes the actual
number of operations no more than 0.0172k2 + O(k). Thus
even large block lengths exhibit quite manageable encoding
complexity [21]. Therefore, our design specifically implements
Cm(3, 6) regular LDPC codes for pre-coding in a distributed
fashion.

The key to the construction of LDPC codes is generating
an appropriate parity-check matrix H , such that HxT = 0. In
Figure 3, we show an example of parity-check martix H for
Cm(3, 6), with 10 input symbols and 5 output check nodes.
In {0, 1}-matrix H, a nonzero entry at row i and column j
indicate a connection between the jth symbol data and ith
parity-check data. In Cm(3, 6), the sum of component 1 in
each column should equal to 3, and summation of component
1 in each row should be 6. The parity-check martix H can be
constructed in a distributed manner illustrated in Pre-Coding
Phase of Algorithm 3. By using Cm(3, 6), we generate n/2
parity-check nodes, resulting m = 1.5n. Therefore, every node
elects itself as parity-check node with m−n

n = 50% probabil-
ity. And each node broadcasts a message indicating its parity-
check node status, waiting for the contribution messages.

The second phase of Raptor Codes is to directly apply LT
codes with the m input symbols from the first phase. As
customary, our Raptor codes scheme is specified by parameter
tuple (n, Cm(λ, ρ),Ω(x)).

In Algorithm 3, we propose a distributed erasure coding
algorithm. Procedure pre-coding phase constructs a regular
(λ, ρ) LDPC codes. In particular, we use (3, 6) LDPC codes.
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Fig. 3. An example for a parity-check matrix H.

Algorithm 3 Distributed Erasure Coding of node u
Input: Γ and fP (Pi)
procedure: Pre-Coding Phase: (λ, ρ) regular LDPC

1: Elect as parity-check node with probability λ/ρ
2: if Node u is parity-check node then
3: Constraint status C(u) = 0
4: while C(u) < ρ do
5: Broadcast its C(u)
6: Send message to its parity-check neighbors, whose

C(v) < ρ
7: Upon reception of contribution message
8: Update C(u)← C(u) + 1
9: end while

10: Encode the contribution message to parity-check packet
11: end if
procedure: LT-Coding Phase

1: while Γ > 0 do
2: Randomly draw transmission power Pi from fP (Pi)
3: Broadcast its own sensor data under power Pi
4: if Node u is parity-check node then
5: Broadcast parity-check packet
6: end if
7: Upon receiving packet Sv from neighbor v
8: Store Sv into encoding pool
9: Γ← Γ− 1

10: end while
11: Randomly select

( Nu

bϕ·Nuc
)

symbols
12: Encode packet Eu = S1

⊕
S2

⊕
...
⊕
Sbϕ·Nuc

In line 6, each node u contributes to λ of parity-check nodes
in its vicinity, whose parity-check matrix H is not satisfied.
Thus, code constructions from line 2-9 can satisfy the matrix
H’s requirement. Note that the (λ, ρ) can be altered to have
different performances of LDPC [22].

Each node locally draws a transmission power level Pi from
fP (Pi), and broadcast its symbol with power Pi. It can be
observed that if the Nu equals to n−1, the global randomness
in original RSD is preserved. As Nu decreases, we obtain a
pseudo-global randomness in the neighbor symbol selection,
because node u no longer has full access to other nodes in the
network, like the case in complete graph.

V. PROTOCOL IMPLEMENTATION

ECPC protocol is implemented in TinyOS [26], which
supports light-weight embedded system design. In Figure 4,
we show ECPC protocol implementation in the shaded boxes,
which are core parts of the entire system of distributed data
storage. The supporting components in system include data
sensing, flash storage, MAC protocol for local broadcasting
and radio communication drivers.

Data Sensing

One-hop Broadcasting

Data Storage

Storage 
Redundancy τ

ECPC 

Encoding

MAC

Broadcast 
Queue

ECPC Encode Queue

ECPC Power 
Control
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Radio Tx & Rx
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RadioSend RadioReceive
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Packet Flow

Control Flow

Fig. 4. ECPC Protocol Implementation

As illustrated, the ECPC protocol consists of two shaded
components: ECPC Encoding and ECPC Power Control. In
ECPC Power Control, a posterior distribution of transmission
is calculated with two input information, which are size of
neighbor nodes and appropriate degree distribution Ω(∗). The
component “Tx Power Distribution" is responsible for adjust-
ing Tx power in MAC layer for one-hop message broadcasting,
through a command control interface. We select the degree
distribution parameters as follows: δ = 0.1, ε = 0.05, and
ϕ = 0.5 for evaluating transmission power distribution fP (Pi)
in Equation 2. In ECPC Encoding, storage redundancy τ is
first determined by knowing the failure probability Φ and
deployed network size N . The obtained τ is used to rein the
broadcasting cycle of raw data. Data queue is implemented
to buffer the sensing data for two purposes: (1) encoding
sensing data with data from other nodes; (2) inserting into
broadcast queue for one-hop broadcasting. ECPC encoding
utilizes network erasure coding to encode data, including pre-
code stage (LDPC) and LT-code stage (LT Codes). We select
system parameter λ = 3 and ρ = 6 for pre-code LDPC.

As a full protocol implementation, ECPC is light weighted
in two aspects. First, the data offloading for distributed storage
solely counts on one-hop broadcasting, without obligation of
maintaining packet forwarding probability matrix in every
node for random walks. Second, final packet degree distribu-
tion is accomplished by broadcasting with ECPC transmission
power control, reducing the complexity in tracing packet
among multiple random walks.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we present the evaluation of the proposed
ECPC algorithm, comparing to the existing approaches for
distributed data storage: Exact Decentralized Fountain Codes
(EDFC) in [1] and Raptor-Codes based Distributed Storage
(RCDS) in [3]. EDFC disseminates data through multiple



TABLE II
AVERAGE AND DEVIATION OF CACHE COST PER NODE

Data
Size

EDFC
(Avg.
pkt±Dev.)

RCDS
(Avg.
pkt±Dev.)

ECPC
(Avg.
pkt±Dev.)

100 7.33± 3.51 8.12± 3.33 2.47± 1.12
200 7.76± 3.65 8.57± 4.2 2.50± 1.10
500 8.32± 3.53 9.09± 4.16 2.56± 1.60

random walks to ensure the data received per node is no less
than code degree selected. The transition matrix is constructed
by Metropolis Algorithm with stop probability proportional to
code degree selected. RCDS initiates only one random walk
for each data item, which has length of O(nlogn) to ensure
this random walk visit each node at least once. Every node
accept the random walk packet with a specific probability and
encode by Raptor Codes. The ECPC and compared approaches
are implemented in TOSSIM simulator [27].

We model the network as a Random Geometric Graph
[18], which is deployed in a area A = [D,D]2, where D
is the length for each of dimension of deployed region. In
the simulation, we fix the area as A = [20, 20]2, but vary the
network size n. Since the network density can be computed as:
η = n/D2, different network sizes denotes different network
density as well. In our model, each sensor node is also storage
node, storing the data from other nodes. An independent
failure probability is associated with each node. The adjustable
radio power range is given as [95, 127], which maps to the
radio transmission range [1, 8], with 32 levels in total. To
alleviate the uncertainty of single experiment, we average each
of our results from 50 separate experiments.

A. Cache Overhead

We evaluate the cache overhead among three different
algorithms in Table II. Examining average space for caching
packets, it reveals that EDFC and RCDS take about 3 times as
much space as that of ECPC, with more deviations in nodes
as well. It can be interpreted from algorithms that the existing
two approaches use a large buffer to receive and cache packets
during random walk, then generate encoded packets out of data
pools. This buffer space is heterogeneous depending on code
degrees. However, ECPC has a uniform and lower use of cache
space. ECPC encodes the received packets on-the-fly, without
needs of caching packets.

B. Communication Overhead

We examine three metrics under different network sizes:
Message Cost, Energy Cost, and Termination Time. In Figure
5(a), we compare the total message cost of our ECPC algo-
rithm with EDFC and RCDS. In general, the total message
cost of ECPC is much lower than other two approaches. And
the message cost difference increases faster as the network
size scales up. This is because that the dissemination in
EDFC and RCDS rely on the random walks, which is at
least O(n2 ·polylogn), while the dissemination of ECPC only

consumes O(1) message per node. In particular, the message
cost of ECPC stays under 1, 000 under the network size of
500. RCDS requires 2, 000, 000 messages in total to achieve
the expected code degree distribution across the network.
Approximately 1, 200, 000 messages is consumed in EDFC.

Since the packet transmission power is dynamically ad-
justed in ECPC, energy cost for every message broadcasting
indeed vary dramatically. Thus, reduction of message cost
does not guarantee a better energy efficiency. We consider
the total energy consumption required for protocol, avoiding
the arguable concerns about the energy efficiency of proposed
ECPC. In Figure 5(b), the measurement of total energy ratio
between RCDS and ECPC, EDFC and ECPC are presented
respectively. For RCDS, the energy ratio to ECPC could rise
from about 20 (N = 100) to 100 (N = 500). Compared
with RCDS, EDFC decreases the number of random walks for
each raw data by reducing the exact condition to approximated
conditions. Hence, the maximum energy ratio between EDFC
and ECPC is about 60 under network size 500. The reason
behind this significant energy saving is that ECPC only adopts
single-hop packet broadcasting to ensure the final degree
distribution is satisfied among encoded and stored packets.
Though transmission power may be increased to cover more
neighbors in one broadcasting, the expected Tx power value
throughout multi-round encoding process is closer to the mean
values.

In terms of time for data dissemination, ECPC method
terminates at a short time period, e.g. less than 10 time units
under varying network sizes, shown in Figure 5(c). In EDFC
and RCDS, each source node can initiate its own random
walk at the same time, as far as there is no media access
conflict. Their termination of encoding did cost a considerable
time, with 200 time units for EDFC and 400 time units
for RCDS respectively under the network size of 500. The
reasons for rapid dissemination is due to two reasons. First,
no multi-hop communication in ECPC reduces interference
and transmission time of each packet. Second, broadcasting
without random walk make the dissemination stabilize fast.

C. Data Recovery Ratio

Illustrated in Figure 6, we study the decoding performance
in terms of data recovery ratio. Data recovery ratio denotes
the percentage of original data recovered after decoding. The
node has a failure probability of 10%. First, we observe
that the recover ratio of ECPC has 40% at the network
size 50, but, increase to over 90% as network size increases
beyond the 400. In experiment, ECPC select a β of 0.07
from range (0, 0.1) to maintain the randomness properties. The
decoding performance of EDFC and RCDS also experience
an increasing trend as network size grows. The reasons for
their poor performance is that nodes can fail when the random
walk is still going. It may result in a stop condition for the
random walk on that failure node. Thus, the resultant degree
distribution is not the best match of expected code degree
distribution. In particular, the data recovery ratio is only 67%
and 62% for EDFC and RCDS respectively.
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Fig. 5. Communication overhead.
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Fig. 6. The decoding performance under varying network sizes: Max data
recovery ratio for different network sizes

We examine the data recovery ratio for 500 nodes along the
axis of experiment time elapsed in Figure 7. We keep node
failure probability as 10%. Since we repeat the experiments 50
times with node failure occur randomly each time, the overall
failure occurrence time is also uniformly distributed. Since
EDFC and RCDS need 300 to 400 time units to perform the
random walk based data dissemination, the recovery ratio is
0 during the early time period of data dissemination for both
EDFC and RCDS. On the other hand, ECPC terminates in
a short time period, making data recovery possible even in
a early stage, like at the time of 100 time units. The peak
recovery ratio of EDFC can only reach 67% is due to the
node failure occur during the data dissemination. As the time
elapses, the recovery ratio of three approaches decrease. It
is because that more nodes fail as time elapses. However, the
decoding performance of ECPC degrades much less than other
two approaches.

D. Data Recovery under Disruptive Networks

In this subsection, the impact of varying failure probabilities
φ on data recovery ratio is shown in Figure 8. The network
size is 1000 nodes. In Figure 8, it is shown that the three ap-
proaches have higher data recovery ratio in case of lower node
failure probability. For instance, in the case of 10% failure
probability, ECPC’s recovery ratio is close to 100%, and EDFC
and RCDS have 90% and 82% recovery ratio respectively.
However, as the failure probability increases, the recovery ratio
in EDFC and RCDS decreases significantly. At the network
of 80% node failure probability, ECPC can still preserve 80%
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data on average, which is 160% as much as the decoding
ratio of EDFC, and 200% as much as the that of RCDS. It is
due to two reasons. First, ECPC has a fast termination time. It
can reduce the chance of experiencing disruptive nodes, which
may halt the data dissemination process. Second, redundant
packets, determined in Section IV-A, account for the failure
node, by encoding extra packets in each node.

We further investigate the impact of disruptive nodes in
different stages of data dissemination and encoding. According
to the experiment in Figure 7, we categorize the stages into two
stages: early stage (0−100 time units) and middle stage (100-
600 time units), shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 respectively.
In Figure 9, early node failures compromise the decoding ratio
of ECPC most, making recovery ratio 40% in case of 90%
node failures. In the other hand, node failure during middle
stage has less impacts on ECPC. Under 40% failure nodes,
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at early encoding stages.
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Fig. 10. The decoding performance with varying percentage of failure nodes
at middle encoding stages.

ECPC can recover over 95% data. However, the best recovery
ratio of EDFC and RCDS are less than 30% and 70% under
(a) and (b) respectively.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposes a distributed Erasure Coding with
randomized Power Control (ECPC) mechanism for collabo-
rative data storage. ECPC only requires each node to perform
localized broadcast at each of its randomly selected power
levels, and encode received data into multiple stored packets.
The simulation evaluation illustrates that, in comparison with
random walk based encoding, ECPC has significantly lower
communication overhead and faster execution time. Further-
more, ECPC can achieve data persistence with uniform storage
space requirement across the network.

In this paper, when node disruption probability is heteroge-
neous, we use the maximum failure probability as each node’s
disruption probability. In our future work, we will study how to
adjust ECPC for optimal performance if the disruption proba-
bility is heterogeneous and dynamic. In addition, dynamic and
heterogeneous sensing rates are also of practical interest for
our future study.
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